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ESOTERIC (SECRET) SYMBOLISM OF THE RAINBOW

(Seven, not six Rays)

According to New Age Sources, the Rays are directed energy emanations, which relate to seven planes of spirit-matter, and there are seven avenues of expression, or seven frequencies of energy as follows:

Ray 1 - WILL or POWER - Government and Politics, International Relations.
Ray 2 - LOVE/WISDOM - Education & Teaching, Communication, using media, writing, speaking, radio, TV, and audio visuals.
Ray 3 - INTELLIGENT ACTIVITY - Finance, Trade, Business, Economics including manipulations; etc.
Ray 4 - HARMONY THROUGH CONFLICT - Sociology, including race and culture; application of principles of cooperation and conciliation. Creative aspiration, expressed through all Arts.
Ray 5 - SCIENCE or CONCRETE KNOWLEDGE - Capacity to think, plan, design, concentrate, reconstruct the world and all else. The Sciences, including medicine and psychology.
Ray 6 - IDEALISM & DEVOTION - Religion and Ideology, Philosophy.
Ray 7 - CEREMONIAL ORDER, MAGIC, EXTERNALIZATION - Structuring of Society through Institutions and the Ordering of Power through Ceremony, Protocol and Ritual.

The incoming 7th Ray will foster "the group spirit" and will convey to man the power to recognize "the Cosmic Christ."
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